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Abstract 

High current pulsed electron beams may be scceler- 
ated with nominally 1OC" ,a efficiency using linear induc- 
tion accelerators based on chari?;ed, internally 

switched, transmission line cavities. 1'2'374 Closed 
form aralytical solutions for the accelerating voltage 
waveforms have been obtained for a general three-line 
arrrr7gsment which permits the sjritches to be placed in 
a region of lower electric :ield than for the two-line 
SpteXlS. It is shown that a set 09 line impedance ra- 
tios exist for which the nominal 100% efficiency is at- 
tained and some of these afford voltage gain. Some 
also give rise to a repeating open circuit gap voltage 
which mLght be ,lseful in an efficient recirculating 
beam accelerator. Experiments with strip and coaxial 
Line cavity models have been performed which validate 
tke theoretical restits, allow a comparison with two- 
line configurations, and identify the degree to which 
the theoretical assumptions are valid. 

The General Three-Line Ca+ity Analysis 

Figures la and lb show schematically two basic 
geometries for the cavity. They comprise three trans- 
misslon lines 1, 2 and 3 with impedances Zl, Z2 and 2 

3 
and equal pulse transit times or electrical lengths. 
In Figure la the lines are biconic about a point on the 
center line alonP; which a pulsed electron beam (shown 
as a shaded arrow) can propagate within 2 drift tube. 
In Figure lb the lines are coaxial with the beam tra- 
;ectory. For the coaxial case shown it is indicated 
that line 3 has a different dielectric from lines 1 
and 2 and 2 separator (shaded) is shown. Clearly it 
would also be possible to have the structure complete- 
l;r folded; that is, lines 1 and 2 radial to line 3. If 
the electrode forming the boundaFJ between regions 1 
and 2 Is charged to a voltage V. and switches such as 

the one shown are closed, voltage pulses of duration 
2TZ appear at the end of line 3. Here T is the tran- 
sit time per unit length of line and P. the line length. 
The end of line 3 farthest from the switch forms a gap 
in the drift tube across which the beam pulse may be 
accelerated. The equivalent circuit of this ideal 
cavity is shown in Figure 2 where we have replaced the 
switch by a step generator to set up the initial con- 
ditions and included a switch impedance. For the work 
reported here we assume Z 

S 
= 0, a situation for which 

nn annl;rtical solution 50 the circuit equations is pos- 
sib:.e. T%e Laplace transform of the open circuit volt- 
age at the gap is: 

2 

Ty= 
2 V. ~~3 sinh ST% 

Here s is the Laplace transform variable and 

P = PI2 + P23 + P;*c‘*3 = 7323 - 1 

is given in terms of the reflection and transmission 
coefficients: 

z. - z. 
P.. = --J---L ; Tij = (1 + p. ) . 

1J z. + z 
J i 13 

The inverse transform is a series of voltage 

pulses of duration 2TL and the k th 
ptise 

[(2k+l)TR < t < !2k+3)TL] is given by: 

+) = '0 ‘23 
1 + cos a [cos kn + cos (k+l)e] 

where cos 0 = (l-p)/2. This expression gives the same 

results for 'u'(O) and V(l) as had been derived earlier 
and reported in Reference 2. 

In the presence of a beam pulse of current I dura- 
tion 2Te arriving at the gap in the interval defi;led by 

k we have a gap voltage Vg(k) and 

v (k) = Jkj _ I z 
63 3 . 

In a manner similar to that used in Reference 3 it can 
be shown t:?at the conditions for unit efficiency for 
transfer of the energy initially stored electrostatic- 

ally in lines 1 and 2 to the beam on the k th pulse is 
given by: 

,&k) 
I== 

3 

k odd: 0 = (an + 1h ; m = 0, 1, * k-l 
k+l 

. . . - 2 

k even,>0:8 = &- ; n = 1, 2 . . . % 

2nd T23 = 3 - cos e 5+P 
2 

, 
4 

In analog;i with the situation for two line sys- 

tems ,2,3 we expect in principle to transfer energy ef- 
ficiently to a beam which is circulated through the 
cavity when the open circuit waveform repeats. This 
happens whenever 0 is a rational fraction of TT or 

p < q are integers. 

The period of repetition is 2q (2T11). 

S ecific Cavit. J Configurations 

Some unit efficiency cases corresponding 

matched beam applied during t'ne k th interval, 

= vq2z,, are given by: 

to a 

I = v /z 
6 3 

k e z2/zl Z3/Zl I 'yvo / 

1 n/* 2 6 1.5 

2 27/3 6 42 3.5 

3 n/4 0.343 0.461 0.672 

3 3a/4 11.6 147.0 6.33 

The open circuit waveforms for the first three 
cases are shown in Figure 3. These waveforms of course 
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repeat with periods 2 (k+l)(2T1) as is shown. The 

first case has been described before2 and has the mos: 
practical inserest since it affords some voltage gain 
and involves impedance ratios that can be readily at- 
tained. In contrast the fourth case, corresponding to 
k = 3, B = 3n/4, is probably impractical. The secon& 
case, k = 2, e = 2v/3, should -ae achieva3le in a foid- 
ed coaxial configuration and affords substantial volt- 
age gain. Case 3, k = 3, 0 = IT/~ is of interest be- 
cause it corresponds to having the switch across a re- 
gion of relatively high impedance. Analysis and ex- 
periments on two-line models show that the glitches in 
the output waveform due to current reversals in the 
switches are less severe in this situation. The case 
oik=2 , 8 = n/3 is also shown in Figure 3. It is re- 
petitive but cannot be 100% efficient for single pass 
acceleration. In contrast to the two-line configura- 
tions it is not possible to have a waveform that rises 
to a peak in a succession of pulse periods, 2Te. In 
the three-line case successive pulses must alternate 
in polarity. 

Model Experiments 

The foregoing principle mode analysis provides 
first order results to define overall performance. We 
have omitted any discussion of, for example, beam sta- 
bility and voltage breakdown which must be considered 
in the context of a specific beam current and applica- 
tion. Generally, however, a flat topped accelerating 
voltage V 

& 
is required and, for a recirculating device, 

the waveform should maintain its integrity for several 
repetitive periods. To determine the severity of wave- 
form deterioration a number of experiments have been 
performed using coaxial cables with mercury switches 
and parallel-plate lines with both mechanical and ava- 
lanche transistor switches. 

The output from a 50 a array (Z1:Z2:Z3 = 1:l:l) of 

RG-25L/U cables controlled by a mercury switch is shown 
in Figure 4. The shields of lines 1 and 2 are charged. 
The coupling to line 3 requires cross-connection of a 
shield of line 3 to the center pin of line 1 and intro- 
duces non-coaxial regions which produce some ringing. 
Nonetheless the repetitive nature of this configuration 
is clearly indicated. The output from a 1:2:6 
narallel-plate line switched mechanically is shown in 
;. rlgure 5. The signal was obtained from a capacitive 

Figure 1. Three-line cavity configurations. 

pickoff near the end of line 3 and is in general agree- 
ment with the waveform of Figure 1 for these impedance 
ratios. However a sizeable glitch appears in the ou;- 
put at approximately 6T9. and by the oczurence of the 
second negative swing severe waveform distortion is 
evident. This glitch, apparently associated with cur- 
rent reversals in the switch, occurs in all geometries 
and with all switches used in our model experiments. 
Another example is given in Figure 6 which shows the 
output from a 1:1:2 line switrzhed by an avalanche tran- 
sistor circuit. 

Conclusions 

A n?umber of three-line cavity arrangements have 
been found which rna~ be attractive for efficient ac- 
celeration in a single beam pass. The cavities offer 
the prime advantage of placing the switch in a region 
away from the accelerating gap where the electric field 
can be lower. Experimentally we have been unable to re- 
produce the predicted waveform using the simple experi- 
mental models for more than 6 pulse periods. This, to- 
gether with the fact of adjacent pulse polarity 
reversals, suggests that three-line cavities will be 
unattractive for a recirculating accelerator to 
achieve high gradients. This is in contrast to the two- 
line system where waveforms have been observed to repeat 
for 8 repetitive periods or 24 pulse periods. Experi- 
ments on a fuli-scale three-line folded cylindrical cav- 
ity are in progress. 
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Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of the three-line 
system. 
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Figure 3. Oaen-circuit waveforms with Z1:22:Z3 equal: (a) 1:2:6, 

(b) 1:6:42, (c) 1:0.343:0.431, (a) 1:l:l. 

Figure 1;. Output voltage waveform of a coaxial cable Figure 5. The output voltage waveform for parallel- 
array (Z,=Z2=Z3/50Q). The time calibra- plate lines (zl:z2:z3=1:2:6) which are mech- 

tion is 50 ns per division. anically switched. The time calibration is 
20 ns per division. 

Figure 6. The 0utpLt voltage waveform for a Darallel-plate line 
system (Z1:Z2:Z3=1:1:2) which is switched electrically. 

The time calibration is 10 ns per division. 
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